OAETA Teacher Mentor Application

Name of Nominee__________________ School Presently Teaching at_______________

Schools and dates where the nominee has taught agriculture________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Name of Nominator ________________ School ________________________________

Describe the nominee you are nominating and the Agricultural Education program they
are a part of.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Write three specific examples of how this teacher mentored you in the classroom, through
FFA activities, and professionally.
1.______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

2.______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

One Star- Teacher is nominated by one or two Ag. Ed. instructors.
Two Star- Teacher is nominated by three of four Ag.Ed. instructors.
Three Star- Teacher is nominated by five or more Ag.Ed. instructors.